
General Information: Overall size of carts are 25”w x 37”l x 38”h, 5x1.5 polyurathane
casters (2 rigid, 2 swivel/locking) offer a 2,200 lb weight capacity, all-welded frame and panels
for stability, stainless steel drawer pulls, drawer and door locks (matching keys), all bins are
removeable, 100 lb full-extension ball bearing drawer slides,  all standard rear-hanging bins
are yellow in 3 sizes - Small (4“x5”x3“), Medium (4”x7“x3”) and Large (5“x11”x5“), 3/4” particle
board reversible top, optional accessories, five steel color options.

Optional Accessories:  Writing Shelf for paperwork, Tray Top to keeps parts handy,
4-Outlet Power Strip for multiple plug-in needs, Air Splitter with quick disconnect hook-ups.

Steel Color Options:  Beige (-BG), Black (-BK), Blue (-BU), Gray (-GR) & Red (-RD)

Open Cart:  Lower shelf with lips to keep boxes and items
from fall off during transport.  Front drawer is 21” x 20” x 2”
and bin drawer holds 8 small and 16 meduim bins.
Shown in Gray with optional writing shelf and tray top.

2 Drawer Cabinet:  Lower cabinet has 18” high
storage compartment.  Two locking doors have steel
pegboard panels inside for tool or item organization.
Top drawer 16 small and 8 medium bins, 2nd drawer
has 6 large and 8 medium bins.  Shown in dark red.

4 Drawer Mesh Enclosed:  2”x2” wire mesh see-thru cabinet has a 10” 
lower shelf with 3 large bins and solid floor.  Behind the mesh doors are two
drawers with 6 small bins each.  One drawer above has 8 
medium bins and the other has 6 large bins.  Shown in Black
with optional writing shelf and tray top.    

5 Drawer Tool Compartment:  Top drawer holds
24 small bins, 2nd drawer holds 16 medium bins and 3
lower drawers hold 6 large and 8 medium bins each - 
TOTALLING 82 BINS in this unit!  Locking tool area has
steel pegboard interior and is 16”x35”x4”, door folds
down to make a tool tray.  Shown in Blue with optional
power strip and compressed air splitter
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